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Vedica Radcliff

Vedica Radcliff is a player character played by Demibear.

Vedica Radcliff

 1)

Species & Gender: Lily Type Artificial Nepleslian
Date of Birth: 1日 9月 YE 43
Organization: Independent
Occupation: Private Security

Rank:
Current Placement:

Theme Song: (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XA0ByuKANQ4))

Physical Description

Hair: Black
Eyes: Dark Orange-Red
Height: 160cm
Weight: 90kg
Build: Athletic
Body Measurements: 33C-26-34

Vedica is a mixture of Lianjia Abd Bahadi and an Nepleslian Red genetic line. She is given a template
specifically designed by the Nepleslian Reds of Fujiko. As such instead of the dark brown eyes she
normally would have, she instead has dark orange-red eyes.
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Cybernetics

As one of the first test batches of a new kind of artifical Nepleslian (not natually born), Vedica has a
number of cybernetics at release. She was granted four additional enhancements (as were the rest of her
batch) due to their status as firsts.

Zhenren I1G Genetic Supplement
Zhenren I3N Myelin Enhancement
Zhenren I3B Digestive Enhancement Microfauna
Zhenren I1N Digital Mind
Zhenren I2N Cortical Modem
Advancer Iron Bone Enhancement
Nanite enhanced lungs that help filter toxins and facilitate better gas exchange (longer endurance)
electro-active polymer-enhanced heart with cardiovascualr system enforced with Durandium Mesh
Shin Mental Backup Implant

Personality

The best description for Vedica is that is a “deeply” focused individual. She has been known to get
violent with others if she deems a task to be for the betterment of everyone around her and a person is
interfering with her efficiency. As she is a fanatic professional, she does not like those (again to the point
of getting violent) that cut corners to complete tasks. Especially dangerous ones that can hurt the
greater good.

When she is not focused on her work she often sends time maintaining her equipment, honing her
combat skills, or reading a philosophical thesis. She limits her friendships with other like minded
individuals and those that hold honor and professionalism high.

Though despite this one trait, she has a strong sense of individualism as she sees herself separate from
the others. She can work in a collectivist environment, but she will look for the nearest opportunity to
return to her normal self at the first chance.

Likes: Building equipment and firearms, mentoring young people, AIs
Dislikes: Tricksters, lazy and unfocused people, xenophobic individuals

History

Vedica Radcliff was born in YE 44 on the RKS Akiharu located in the Fujiko at the time. One of the first of
a new generation of Clones created in a collaboration between the Nepleslian Reds and the Ryu Keiretsu.
Her “life” of 21 years was experienced within 35 days on the ship.
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"Childhood"

While grown in 35 days, Vedica (along with all other clones of her batch) experienced a true childhood
from their perspective thanks to a combination of drugs, cybernetics, and time-compressed virtual
reality. From Vedica's perspective, she was born on Fujiko within the city of Red Sands. Her mother was
an private security consultant and her father was a former Red Star Army soldier.

Her parents raised her to be interested in science, engineering, and the combat arts. When she was old
enough, they signed her up to a special Kikyō Scouts program to further enhance her interest in the
military side of life. Her teachers also heavily encouraged her and the rest of her “classmates” to do the
same as their studies became more and more geared towards STEM.

One notable event Vedica remembers is when on a trip, her bus had an accident. The adults “died”,
leaving the children needing to fend for themselves as they were in the wilderness of Fujiko. Vedica and
another senior student were instrumental in them surviving and getting into contact with the authorities
a week later. The experience was a driving factor in her desire to help those less fortunate than herself.

She attended a military university where she got dual degrees in Nanoengineering and Mechanical
Engineering.

Pre-RP

Shortly after her birth, the Old Guard leadership caught wind of the project that had given her birth. As
she was given elite military training in addition to her academic skills, they immediately “convinced” to
leave the Nepleslian Research and Manufacturing security force and assigned to one of the key Red
“militias” (Pirate Bands) located on the Black Moon of Halna. While she was compensated well for her
knowledge set compared to the other “one trick ponies” around her, her fellow militia members were not
above taking advantage of lack of experience in the real world to try to get ahead of others.

She knew everything they were was against what she was taught during her deep learning. But she also
had a very deep level of professionalism and honor that kept her from vocally expressing her displeasure
too much. She just grinned and bared it as she was tasked with improving the massively beaten state of
areas on the Black Moon where her “commanders” were living. She was strongly discouraged (physically
abused) to ignore the civilian population as “They had chosen to be here and failed at life”.

But an opportunity eventually presented itself that allowed Vedica to escape her predicament. During
44.1, fighting broke out in the areas of the Black Moon controlled by the Reds between those were
believed in perusing a new path for the Reds and those that wanted to focus on the old ways of “Live and
Let Live”. The latter ultimately prevailed on the Black Moon due to the vast number of criminals and
outlaws the location attracted.

But due to being Reds, they offered the survivors of the losing side to gather their dead and peacefully
leave as their point had been made. While she was not fighting for the losing side, she knew things were
only going to get worse for her if she remained. So she transferred all of her earnings to another bank
account that had been set up for her prior, snuck onto the retreating transport, and escaped Halna with
the Reformist survivors. When she was discovered, they were none to pleased. Her known actions in
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trying to protect civilians during the fighting was what saved her from being spaced.

When she arrived back to Fujiko and contacted her old colleagues, she was offered a position within the
Federal Self Defense Force as her skills were in demand. But being among the less desirable for a short
while had ignited something within her that all Reds felt. For all the flaws those of the Black Moon had,
she could see the appeal of being able to live your life the way that you want. So when she met a
recruiter for the one of the many harebrained merc outfits Nepleslia likes to bankroll in 44.4, she
immediately signed up for the chance to manifest her destiny and help those in a trying situation.

In what she thought would be a normal first exploration mission, Vedica was one of the few survivors of
hundreds of equally inexperienced and dimwitted recruits. Her previous training provided by the Reds
were the only thing that managed to save her. That and the vastly superior equipment she personally
bought just in case. Taking her earnings and issued equipment as a personal severance package when
the organization folded, she smuggled herself back to Fujiko.

Skills Learned

Vedica Radcliff has the following notable skills:

Biology

Vedica is capable at flora and fauna identification, to include educated guesses about an unknown
species's attributes and behaviors. She has a university minor level of understanding of biology and
understands how different systems in the body work.

Communication

Vedica is well-versed in speaking in Trade. She also has passing ability with Yamataigo. Due to writing
technical papers during her university “years”, she is capable of explaining complex details in a manner
that the common man won't get too confused in written form. She is a capable public speaker.

Construction

Vedica is an adept at nanoconstruction. She is also well-verse is ultilizing nanomachines to both
deconstruct (break down) items to their base elemental components and to create items with
nanomachines.

Engineering

Vedica has an undergraduate understanding of nanoengineering and structual engineering. She can
design and create nanomachines of all kinds with the proper equipment to manufacture them. Due to her
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knowledge of nanomachines, she also has a passing understanding of materials and how to make
nanomaterials for use by nanomachines.

As a Red, she also has basic gunsmithing skills. With enough technical manuals and textbooks, she can
learn other disciplines of engineering over time.

By nature of her work, she can maintain and repair the equipment she uses.

Fighting

Given a personality template to condition her to be a soldier, Vedica naturally was trained in the combat
arts. She is proficent in the use of firearms, heavy weapons, and martial arts. She is a Kicho level
practictioner of Gendai-Sensō with passing knowledge of power armor.

Survival and Military

Vedica learned basic bushcraft from her time as a Virtual Kikyo Scout. She is capable of finding water,
land navigation, shelter construction, hunting, signaling, camouflage; anything and everything wilderness
and survival. She learned teamwork, small-unit wilderness maneuvering, reconnaissance, and patrol.

Technology Operations

Vedica is proficent in the creation of software, firmware, and non-volitional “dumb” AIs. She also has
limited grey hat hacker skills to allow her to test her creations for vulnerabilities.

Social Connections

Vedica Radcliff is connected to:

Michael Radcliff (Genefather)
Zhu Yufei (Genemother)
Numerous batch brothers and sisters (100 in total)

Inventory & Finance

Vedica Radcliff currently has 10 KS.

Qty. Item Color/Pattern Notes
1 Surplus Star Army Duffel Bag RIKUPAT
1 Megumi Heavy Combat Suit Varies
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Qty. Item Color/Pattern Notes
1 Paradin Type 43 Supplemental Armor Kit Varies
1 RHI Type 43 "Ketsugi" Plate Carrier Varies
1 Type 43 Osmiridium Plates Varies
1 RHI Type 43 "Yuuki" Combat Helmet Varies 1B Variant
1 Sakura Type 43 “Bushi” Compact Carbine Black Gift from Genemother
1 Surplus Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 RIKUPAT Includes 2 waterproof bags
1 kit Surplus Star Army Survival Kit, Type 31A RIKUPAT Includes backpack
5 Undershirt Various colors

2 sets Replica Star Army Exercise Uniform, Type 40 Scarlet and Grey
Tymian Empire Star with a
black outline replacing the
Hinomaru

1 kit Replica Star Army Undergarments Olive Drab
Includes Socks, underwear,
and bras. Lacks Star Army
on it

1 kit Surplus Star Army Toiletry Kit Black
1 Surplus Star Army Belt, Type 35 (for duty uniform) Jet black
1 Zen Armaments 10mm Covert Ops Pistol Black
1 Armored Suit Gold and Grey

OOC Information

This article was created on 2022/08/14 03:52 using the namespace template.

In the case demibear becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Vedica Radcliff
Character Owner Demibear
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location Fujiko
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
District Fujiko
Political Party Indepdendent
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